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ABELIAN POWERS AND REPETITIONS IN STURMIAN WORDS
GABRIELE FICI, ALESSIO LANGIU, THIERRY LECROQ, ARNAUD LEFEBVRE, FILIPPO MIGNOSI,
JARKKO PELTOMÄKI, AND ÉLISE PRIEUR-GASTON
Abstract. Richomme, Saari and Zamboni (J. Lond. Math. Soc. 83: 79–95, 2011) proved that
at every position of a Sturmian word starts an abelian power of exponent k for every k > 0.
We improve on this result by studying the maximum exponents of abelian powers and abelian
repetitions (an abelian repetition is an analogue of a fractional power) in Sturmian words. We
give a formula for computing the maximum exponent of an abelian power of abelian period
m starting at a given position in any Sturmian word of rotation angle α. By considering all
possible abelian periods m, we recover the result of Richomme, Saari and Zamboni.
As an analogue of the critical exponent, we introduce the abelian critical exponent A(sα)
of a Sturmian word sα of angle α as the quantity A(sα) = lim sup km/m = lim sup k′m/m,
where km (resp. k′m) denotes the maximum exponent of an abelian power (resp. of an abelian
repetition) of abelian period m (the superior limits coincide for Sturmian words). We show
that A(sα) equals the Lagrange constant of the number α. This yields a formula for computing
A(sα) in terms of the partial quotients of the continued fraction expansion of α. Using this
formula, we prove that A(sα) ≥
√
5 and that the equality holds for the Fibonacci word. We
further prove that A(sα) is ﬁnite if and only if α has bounded partial quotients, that is, if
and only if sα is β-power-free for some real number β.
Concerning the inﬁnite Fibonacci word, we prove that: i) The longest preﬁx that is an
abelian repetition of period Fj , j > 1, has length Fj(Fj+1 + Fj−1 + 1) − 2 if j is even or
Fj(Fj+1 + Fj−1) − 2 if j is odd, where Fj is the jth Fibonacci number; ii) The minimum
abelian period of any factor is a Fibonacci number. Further, we derive a formula for the
minimum abelian periods of the ﬁnite Fibonacci words: we prove that for j ≥ 3 the Fibonacci
word fj , of length Fj , has minimum abelian period equal to Fj/2 if j = 0, 1, 2 mod 4 or to
F1+j/2 if j = 3 mod 4.
1. Introduction
Sturmian words are inﬁnite words having exactly n+1 distinct factors of each length n ≥ 0.
By the celebrated theorem of Morse and Hedlund [33], they are the aperiodic binary words
with minimal factor complexity. Every Sturmian word is characterized by an irrational number
α and a real number ρ called the angle and the initial point respectively. The Sturmian word
sα,ρ is deﬁned by rotating the point ρ by the angle α in the torus I = R/Z = [0, 1) and by
writing a letter b when the point falls in the interval [0, 1 − α) and a letter a when the point
falls in the complement. The Fibonacci word f = abaababaabaababaabab · · · is a well-known
Sturmian word obtained by taking both the angle and the initial point equal to ϕ − 1, where
ϕ = (1+
√
5)/2 is the Golden Ratio. The Fibonacci word f is also the limit of the sequence of
ﬁnite Fibonacci words fn, deﬁned by f0 = b, f1 = a and fj = fj−1fj−2 for every j > 1, that
are the natural counterpart of the Fibonacci numbers in the setting of words.
Sturmian words have several equivalent deﬁnitions and a lot of combinatorial properties that
make them well-studied objects in discrete mathematics and theoretical computer science.
Some of the results in this paper have been presented without proofs at the 17th International Conference
on Developments in Language Theory, DLT 2013 [19].
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In fact, there exists a huge bibliography on Sturmian words (see for instance the survey
papers [6, 7], [29, Chap. 2], [38, Chap. 6] and the references therein).
There are mainly two approaches to Sturmian words: one is purely combinatorial, while the
other uses techniques from elementary number theory to derive correspondences between the
ﬁner arithmetic properties of the irrational α and the factors of the Sturmian words of angle α.
In the language of computer science, such correspondences are called semantics. In this paper,
we aim at building upon such approach by showing new semantics allowing us to give new and
tight results on the abelian combinatorics of Sturmian words. Indeed, this approach extends
to the abelian setting the well-known fruitful semantics that in the last decades have allowed
researchers to derive deep and important results on the combinatorics of inﬁnite words from
the theory of codings of rotations and continued fractions of irrationals. Interestingly these
semantics also allowed researchers to shed new light on consolidated theories by exploiting the
opposite direction. A remarkable example of this is represented by the work of B. Adamczewski
and Y. Bugeaud [1, 2].
Concerning the maximum exponent of repetitions in Sturmian words, there exists a vast
bibliography (see for example [5, 8, 10, 16, 25, 27, 42] and the references therein), which stems
from the seminal work on the Fibonacci word presented in [32]. Indeed, the study of repetitions
in words is a classical subject both from the combinatorial and the algorithmic point of view.
Repetitions are strictly related to the notion of periodicity. Recall that a word w of length |w|
has a period p > 0 if wi = wi+p for every 1 ≤ i ≤ |w|−p, where wi is the letter in the position i
of w. The exponent of w is the ratio |w|/πw between its length |w| and its minimum period πw.
When studying the degree of repetitiveness of a word, we are often interested in the factors
whose exponent is at least 2, called repetitions. Repetitions whose exponent is an integer are
called integer powers since a word w with integer exponent k ≥ 2 can be written as w = uk,
i.e., w is the concatenation of k copies of a non-empty word u of length πw. If instead k is not
an integer, then the word w is a fractional power. In this case we can write w = uku′, where
u′ is the preﬁx of u of length πw(k − k). For example, the word w = aabaaba is a 7/3-power
since it has minimum period 3 and length 7. A good reference on periodicity is [29, Chap. 8].
A measure of repetitiveness of an inﬁnite word is given by the supremum of the exponents
of its factors, called the critical exponent of the word. If this supremum β is ﬁnite, then
the word is said to be β+-power-free (or simply β-power-free if β is irrational, so there are
no factors with exponent β). For example, the critical exponent of the Fibonacci word f is
2 + ϕ [32], so f is (2 + ϕ)-power-free. In general, a Sturmian word sα,ρ is β-power-free for
some β if and only if the continued fraction expansion of α has bounded partial quotients [31].
The critical exponent of sα,ρ can be explicitly determined by a formula involving these partial
quotients [10,16,25,35].
Recently, the extension of these notions to the so-called abelian setting has received a lot
of interest. Abelian properties of words have been studied since the very beginning of formal
language theory and combinatorics on words. The notion of the Parikh vector of a word (see
later for its deﬁnition) has become a standard and is often used without an explicit reference
to the original 1966 paper by Parikh [34]. Abelian powers were ﬁrst considered in 1957 by
Erdős [18] as a natural generalization of usual integer powers. Research concerning abelian
properties of words and languages developed afterwards in diﬀerent directions. For instance,
there is an increasing interest in abelian properties of words linked to periodicity; see, for
example, [4, 11,12,17,37,39,41].
Recall that the Parikh vector Pw of a ﬁnite word w enumerates the total number of each
letter of the alphabet in w. Therefore, two words have the same Parikh vector if and only if
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one can be obtained from the other by permuting letters. An abelian decomposition of a word
w is a factorization w = u0u1 · · · uj−1uj , where j ≥ 2, the words u1, . . ., uj−1 have the same
Parikh vector P and the Parikh vectors of the words u0 and uj are contained in P (that is,
they are component-wise less or equal to P but not equal to P). The sum m of the components
of the Parikh vector P (that is, the length of u1) is called an abelian period of w (cf. [12]). The
words u0 and uj , the ﬁrst and the last factor of the decomposition, are respectively called the
head and the tail of the abelian decomposition. Notice that diﬀerent abelian decompositions
can give the same abelian period. For example, the word w = abab has an abelian period
2 with u0 = ε (the empty word), u1 = u2 = ab and u3 = ε or with u0 = a, u1 = ba and
u2 = b. The abelian exponent of w is the ratio |w|/μw between its length |w| and its minimum
abelian period μw. We say that a word w is an abelian repetition of period m and exponent
k if it has an abelian decomposition w = u0u1 · · · uj−1uj with j ≥ 3 (so that u1 and u2 exist
and are nonempty) such that |u1| = m and |w|/m = k. If we are uninterested in the period
and exponent, then we simply call w an abelian repetition. An abelian power (also known as
a weak repetition [13]) is a word w that has an abelian decomposition with empty head and
empty tail. Let m be the abelian period of w corresponding to the decomposition. Then we
say that the word w is an abelian power of period m and exponent |w|/m. If the exponent of
w equals 1, then we say that w is a degenerated abelian power of period m.
1.1. Our results. The main contribution of this paper is the description of a framework that
allows us to translate arithmetic properties of rotations of an irrational number in the torus
I = R/Z = [0, 1) to properties of abelian powers and repetitions in Sturmian words.
In [31] (and in a very preliminary form in [26]) a bijection (that we call Sturmian bijection)
between factors of Sturmian words and subintervals of the torus I is described. In the last three
decades, the Sturmian bijection has allowed researchers to shed light on the combinatorics of
the factors of Sturmian words especially from the point of view of repetitions. Most of the
results on maximal repetitions in Sturmian words stem in fact from the Sturmian bijection.
We show in this paper that the Sturmian bijection preserves abelian properties of factors.
In particular, using the Sturmian bijection, we prove that a Sturmian word of rotation angle
α contains an abelian power of period m and exponent k ≥ 2 if and only if ‖mα‖ < 1k ,
where ‖x‖ is the distance between x and the nearest integer. As a consequence, the maximum
exponent of an abelian power of period m in a Sturmian word of rotation angle α is 1/‖mα‖.
Furthermore, we prove that the Sturmian word sα,ρ of angle α and initial point ρ contains
an abelian power of period m and exponent k ≥ 2 starting at position n if and only if
{ρ + nα} < 1 − k{mα} or {ρ + nα} > k{−mα} save for few exceptional positions related to
the points {{−rmα} : r ≥ 0}. We recover the result of [39] that abelian powers of arbitrarily
large exponent occur at every position of a Sturmian word.
A Sturmian word always contains abelian powers of arbitrarily large exponent, so we cannot
deﬁne a direct analogue of the critical exponent to the abelian setting. Instead we deﬁne
the abelian critical exponent of a Sturmian word sα of angle α as the quantity A(sα) =
lim sup km/m = lim sup k′m/m where km (resp. k′m) denotes the maximum exponent of an
abelian power (resp. of an abelian repetition) of abelian period m in sα (in fact, the two
superior limits coincide). We show that A(sα) equals the Lagrange constant of the irrational α,
a well-known constant in number theory (see Section 5 for its deﬁnition). Via this connection,
we determine A(sα) in terms of the partial quotients of the continued fraction expansion of α.
This allows us to prove that A(sα) ≥
√
5 for every Sturmian word sα and that the equality
holds for the Fibonacci word. We further prove that A(sα) is ﬁnite if and only if the continued
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fraction expansion of α has bounded partial quotients, that is, if and only if sα is β-power-free
for some real number β.
We ﬁnally focus on the particular case of the Fibonacci word f = sϕ−1,ϕ−1. We prove
that in the Fibonacci word the maximum exponent of an abelian power of period Fj—the jth
Fibonacci number—equals ϕFj +Fj−1 and that for every Fj , j > 1, the longest preﬁx of the
Fibonacci word that is an abelian repetition of period Fj has length Fj(Fj+1 +Fj−1 +1)− 2 if
j is even and Fj(Fj+1 +Fj−1)−2 if j is odd. We then prove that the minimum abelian period
of any factor of the Fibonacci word is a Fibonacci number; a result analogous to a result of
Currie and Saari [14] concerning ordinary periods. These results allow us to give an exact
formula for the minimum abelian periods of the ﬁnite Fibonacci words. More precisely, we
prove that for every j ≥ 3 the Fibonacci word fj , of length Fj , has minimum abelian period
Fj/2 if j = 0, 1, 2 mod 4 and F1+j/2 if j = 3 mod 4.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the basic deﬁnitions and ﬁx the
notation. In Section 3 we recall needed results on Sturmian words and present connections with
the Parikh vectors of their factors. In Section 4 we give the main results about abelian powers
in Sturmian words, while in Section 5 we use standard techniques from elementary number
theory to study abelian repetitions in Sturmian words and the abelian critical exponent of
Sturmian words. In the ﬁnal Section 6 we deal with the abelian repetitions in the Fibonacci
word and abelian periods of its factors.
2. Preliminaries
Let Σ = {a1, a2, . . . , aσ} be an ordered alphabet of cardinality σ, and let Σ∗ be the set of
ﬁnite words over Σ. We let |w| denote the length of the word w. The empty word has length
0 and is denoted by ε. We let wi denote the ith letter of w and wi..j with 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ |w| the
factor wiwi+1 · · · wj of w. We say that the factor wi..j occurs at position i in w. We let |w|a
denote the number of occurrences of the letter a ∈ Σ in the word w. An integer p > 0 is an
(ordinary) period of a word w if wi = wi+p for all i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ |w| − p.
The Parikh vector of a word w, denoted by Pw, counts the occurrences of each letter of Σ
in w, i.e., Pw = (|w|a1 , . . . , |w|aσ). Given the Parikh vector Pw of a word w, Pw[i] denotes its
ith component and |Pw| its norm (the sum of its components). Thus, for a word w and i such
that 1 ≤ i ≤ σ, we have Pw[i] = |w|ai and |Pw| =
∑σ
i=1 Pw[i] = |w|. Given two Parikh vectors
P and Q, we say that P is contained in Q if |P| < |Q| and P[i] ≤ Q[i] for every i such that
1 ≤ i ≤ σ. If the Parikh vector P is contained in Q, then we simply write P ⊂ Q.
Recall from the introduction that an abelian decomposition of a word w is a factorization
w = u0u1 · · · uj−1uj where j ≥ 2, the words u1, u2, . . . , uj−1 have the same Parikh vector P
and the Parikh vectors of u0 (the head) and uj (the tail) are contained in P. The norm of P
is an abelian period of w. The abelian exponent of w is the ratio |w|/μw between its length
|w| and its minimum abelian period μw. We say that a word w is an abelian repetition if it
has an abelian decomposition w = u0u1 · · · uj−1uj with j ≥ 3. An abelian power is a word
for which there exists an abelian decomposition with an empty head and an empty tail. An
abelian power w is degenerated if j = 2 in its abelian decomposition w = u0u1 · · · uj−1uj with
an empty head and an empty tail, that is, if and only if the norm of the Parikh vector of u1
equals |w|.
Example 2.1. The word w = abaababa is an abelian repetition of minimum period 2 and
abelian exponent 4 since w = a · ba · ab · ab · a. Notice that w is also an abelian repetition of
period 3 and exponent 8/3 since w = ε · aba · aba · ba.
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If a word w is an abelian power of maximum exponent k, then k is not necessarily the
abelian exponent of w. For instance, if w = (baaba)2, then w is an abelian power of period 5
and exponent 2, but its abelian exponent is 10/3 as w = b · aab · aba · aba · ε.
The following lemma, which is a natural extension of the properties of ordinary periods to
the abelian setting, is a straightforward consequence of the deﬁnition of the abelian period.
Lemma 2.2. Let v be a factor of a word w. Then μw ≥ μv. On the other hand, if w has an
abelian period m such that m ≤ |v|, then m is also an abelian period of v.
3. Sturmian Words
From now on, we ﬁx the alphabet Σ = {a,b} and the torus I = R/Z = [0, 1). Recall that
given a real number α, α is the largest integer smaller than or equal to α, 
α is the smallest
integer greater than or equal to α and {α} = α − α is the fractional part of α. Notice
that {−α} = 1 − {α}. We let ‖α‖ denote the distance between α and the nearest integer,
i.e., ‖α‖ = min({α}, {−α}). Observe that ‖α‖ = ‖ − α‖. Most of the content present in this
section is based on the results from [31] (see also [29, Chap. 2] and [38, Chap. 6]).
Let us recall the deﬁnition of Sturmian words as codings of a rotation. Let α ∈ I be
irrational and ρ ∈ I. The Sturmian word sα,ρ (resp. sα,ρ) of angle α and initial point ρ is the
inﬁnite word a0a1a2 · · · deﬁned by
an =
{ b if {ρ + nα} ∈ Ib,
a if {ρ + nα} ∈ Ia,
where Ib = [0, 1 − α) and Ia = [1 − α, 1) (resp. Ib = (0, 1 − α] and Ia = (1 − α, 1]).
In other words, take the unit circle and consider a point initially in position ρ. Then rotate
this point on the circle (clockwise) by the angles α, 2α, 3α, etc, and write consecutively the
letters associated with the intervals the rotated points fall into. The inﬁnite sequence of letters
obtained is the Sturmian word sα,ρ or sα,ρ, depending on the choice of the intervals Ib and
Ia. See Figure 1 for an illustration. Notice that the words sα,ρ and sα,ρ diﬀer by at most two
letters: a single occurrence of ba changes into ab or vice versa. Notice that the words ba and
ab are abelian equivalent.
Mostly the choice of the intervals Ib and Ia is irrelevant. We thus adopt the convention
that sα,ρ stands for either of the Sturmian words sα,ρ or sα,ρ. When we want to emphasize
which choice of intervals is used to obtain the word sα,ρ, we write sα,ρ = sα,ρ or sα,ρ = sα,ρ.
Alternatively the choice for a ﬁxed Sturmian word is made explicit by telling if 0 ∈ Ib or
0 /∈ Ib. We later focus on speciﬁc subintervals of the torus, and the choice of the intervals Ib
and Ia aﬀects the endpoints of these subintervals. We let I(α, β), α, β ∈ I, α < β, to stand
for the subinterval [α, β) if 0 ∈ Ib and for (α, β] if 0 /∈ Ib.
For example, let ϕ = (1 +
√
5)/2 ≈ 1.618 be the Golden Ratio, and consider the Sturmian
word f = sϕ−1,ϕ−1, called the Fibonacci word. Since the (approximated) ﬁrst values of the
sequence ({(ϕ − 1) + n(ϕ − 1)})n≥0 are 0.618, 0.236, 0.854, 0.472, 0.090, 0.708, 0.326, 0.944,
0.562, 0.180, 0.798, 0.416, 0.034, and since 1 − α = {−α} = 2 − ϕ ≈ 0.382, we have
f = abaababaabaababaababaabaababaabaab · · · .
The choice of the intervals Ib and Ia is irrelevant here as none of the numbers in the sequence
({(ϕ − 1) + n(ϕ − 1)})n≥0 equals {−α} or 0.
A Sturmian word for which ρ = α, like the Fibonacci word, is called characteristic. Notice
that sα,0 = bsα,α and sα,0 = asα,α for every α.
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ρ
ρ+ α
ρ+ 2α
ρ+ 3α
0
ρ+ 4α
1− α
Ia
Ib
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
Figure 1. The rotation of the initial point ρ = ϕ−1 ≈ 0.618 by the angle α =
ϕ − 1 generating the Fibonacci word f = sϕ−1,ϕ−1 = abaababaabaabab · · · .
An equivalent view is to ﬁx the point and rotate the intervals backwards. The interval
Ib = I0b is rotated at each step, so that after i rotations it is transformed into the interval
I−ib = I({−iα}, {−(i + 1)α}), while I−ia = I \ I−ib . See Figure 2 for an illustration.
10987654321 14131211
{ρ+ 9α} ≈ 0.180
0
ρ ≈ 0.618
a
b
....
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
Figure 2. The interval Ib = I0b = I(0, 1 − α) is rotated at each step, deﬁn-
ing the intervals I−ib = I({−iα}, {−(i + 1)α}) (light gray). For every i, the
complement of the interval I−ib is the interval I−ia (dark gray). In the ﬁgure,
α = ϕ − 1 ≈ 0.618. The Fibonacci word f can be obtained by looking at the
horizontal line of height ρ = α. The factor of length 15 starting at position 9 of
the Fibonacci word f , that is baababaababaaba, can be obtained by looking
at the horizontal line of height {ρ + 9α} (Proposition 3.1).
This representation is convenient since one can read within it not only a Sturmian word
but also any of its factors. More precisely, for every positive integer m, the factor of length
m of sα,ρ starting at position n is determined only by the value of {ρ + nα}, as shown in the
following proposition.
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Proposition 3.1. Let sα,ρ = a0a1a2 · · · be a Sturmian word. Then, for every n and i, we
have:
an+i =
{
b if {ρ + nα} ∈ I−ib ;
a if {ρ + nα} ∈ I−ia .
For example, suppose we want to know the factor of length 15 starting at position 9 in the
Fibonacci word f . We have {ρ+ 9α} = {ϕ − 1 + 9(ϕ − 1)} ≈ 0.180. The ﬁrst terms of the se-
quence ({−iα})i≥0 are, approximately, 0, 0.382, 0.764, 0.146, 0.528, 0.910, 0.292, 0.674, 0.056,
0.438, 0.820, 0.202, 0.584, 0.966, 0.348, 0.729. So we get a9a10 · · · a23 = baababaababaaba
(see Figure 2).
A remarkable consequence of Proposition 3.1 is the following: Given a Sturmian word
sα,ρ and a positive integer m, the m + 1 diﬀerent factors of sα,ρ of length m are completely
determined by the intervals I0b , I
−1
b , . . . , I
−(m−1)
b , that is, only by the points {−iα} for 0 ≤ i <
m. In particular, they do not depend on the initial point ρ, so the set of factors of sα,ρ is the
same as the set of factors of sα,ρ′ for any ρ and ρ′. Hence, from now on, we let sα denote any
Sturmian word of angle α.
If we arrange the m + 2 points 0, 1, {−α}, {−2α}, . . . , {−mα} in increasing order, we de-
termine a partition of I in m + 1 half-open subintervals L0(m), L1(m), . . . , Lm(m). Each of
these subintervals is in bijection with a factor of length m of any Sturmian word of angle α
(see Figure 3).
54321
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
0
a
b
L0
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
{−α}
{−2α}
{−3α}
{−4α}
{−5α}
{−6α}
Figure 3. The points 0, 1, {−α}, {−2α}, {−3α}, {−4α}, {−5α} and
{−6α} arranged in increasing order. This gives the intervals L0(6) ≈
I(0, 0.146), L1(6) ≈ I(0.146, 0.292), L2(6) ≈ I(0.292, 0.382), L3(6) ≈
I(0.382, 0.528), L4(6) ≈ I(0.528, 0.764), L5(6) ≈ I(0.764, 0.910) and L6(6) ≈
I(0.910, 1). These intervals are associated respectively with the factors
babaab,baabab,baabaa,ababaa,abaaba,aababa and aabaab of length 6 of the
Fibonacci word.
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Moreover, the factors associated with these intervals are lexicographically ordered (decreas-
ingly), as stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2. Let m ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ j, k ≤ m. Then the factor associated with the interval
Lj(m) is lexicographically greater than the factor associated with the interval Lk(m) if and
only if j < k.
Proof. We prove the statement by induction on m. The case m = 1 is true by the deﬁnition
of the two subintervals L0(1) = Ib and L1(1) = Ia. Suppose now that the statement holds for
some m such that m ≥ 1 and let us show that it holds for m+1. The sequence of subintervals
Li(m) is the same sequence of intervals Li(m + 1) except for the interval Lt(m) containing
the point {−(m + 1)α}, which is subdivided into two intervals. Therefore, each of the m + 1
factors of length m is extended to the right by one letter in a unique way, except for the
factor t associated with the interval Lt(m), that is extended to tb, associated with the interval
Lt(m + 1), and to ta, associated with the interval Lt+1(m + 1). Thus, for these two factors
the statement holds. For the factors of length m+1 diﬀerent from tb and ta we can apply the
induction hypothesis. 
The result of Proposition 3.2 is of independent interest and is related to some recent research
on Sturmian words and the lexicographic order (see [9, 21,24,36]).
We now present properties of the bijection between the factors of length m and the intervals
Li(m) that allow us to use standard Number Theory techniques to deal with abelian repetitions
in Sturmian words and, in particular, in the Fibonacci word.
Recall that a factor of length m of a Sturmian word sα has a Parikh vector equal either to
(mα,m − mα) (in which case it is called light) or to (
mα,m − 
mα) (in which case it
is called heavy). The following proposition relates the intervals Li(m) to the Parikh vectors
of the associated factors; this result appears as a part of [40, Theorem 19].
Proposition 3.3. Let sα be a Sturmian word of angle α and m be a positive integer. Let
ti be the factor of length m associated with the interval Li(m). Then ti is heavy if Li(m) ⊂
I({−mα}, 1), while it is light if Li(m) ⊂ I(0, {−mα}).
Moreover, if {−mα} ≥ {−α}, then all heavy factors start and end with a, while if {−mα} ≤
{−α}, then all light factors start and end with b.
Proof. We prove the statement by induction on m. The case m = 1 is true by deﬁnition.
Suppose the statement true for m, and let us prove it for m + 1. We have two cases:
(1) {−(m + 1)α} < {−mα};
(2) {−(m + 1)α} > {−mα}.
Case 1. By induction, the factors of length m corresponding to intervals above {−mα} are
heavy and the others are light. Hence, the factors of length m + 1 corresponding to intervals
above {−(m + 1)α} are either heavy factors of length m extended with b or light factors of
length m extended with a, while the factors of length m + 1 corresponding to intervals below
{−(m + 1)α} are light factors of length m extended with b. Therefore, the former are the
heavy factors of length m + 1, while the latter are the light ones.
Case 2. In this case, the factors of length m+1 corresponding to intervals above {−(m+1)α}
are heavy factors of length m extended with a, so they must be heavy factors of length m+1.
The factors of length m+1 corresponding to intervals below {−(m+1)α} have another Parikh
vector, so they are the light ones.
The second part of the statement follows directly from the very deﬁnition of Sturmian words
as rotation words. 
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Example 3.4. Let α = ϕ − 1 ≈ 0.618 and m = 6. We have 6α ≈ 3.708, so {−6α} ≈
0.292. It is evident from Figure 3 that the factors of length 6 corresponding to intervals above
(resp. below) {−6α} ≈ 0.292 all have Parikh vector (4, 2) (resp. (3, 3)). That is, the intervals
L0 and L1 are associated with the light factors (babaab, baabab), while the intervals from
L2 to L6 are associated with the heavy factors (baabaa, ababaa, abaaba, aababa, aabaab).
Notice that every light factor starts and ends with b since {−6α} < {−α}.
From Propositions 3.1 and 3.3, we derive the following.
Corollary 3.5. Let sα,ρ be a Sturmian word. Then for all integers m and n, the factor of
length m occurring in sα,ρ at position n is heavy if {ρ + nα} > {−mα}, while it is light if
{ρ + nα} < {−mα}.
4. Abelian Powers in Sturmian Words
The results of the previous section can be used to give tight bounds on the lengths of abelian
powers in Sturmian words.
The next results extend to the abelian setting analogous results obtained for ordinary powers
in [31]. First, observe that an abelian power in a Sturmian word is a concatenation of factors
of the same length having equal Parikh vectors, that is, these factors are all heavy or all light.
The next proposition follows directly from Propositions 3.1 and 3.3.
Proposition 4.1. Let sα,ρ = a0a1a2 · · · be a Sturmian word of angle α. Then the factor
an · · · an+m−1 · · · an+km−1 is an abelian power of period m and exponent k ≥ 2 starting at
position n if and only if the k points {ρ + (n + im)α}, 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, are all either in the
interval I(0, {−mα}) or in the interval I({−mα}, 1).
In fact, we can state something more precise.
Lemma 4.2. The k points {ρ + (n + im)α}, 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, of Proposition 4.1 are naturally
ordered. That is to say:
• if {mα} < 1/2, then they are all in the subinterval I(0, {−mα}) and
{ρ + nα} < {ρ + (n + m)α} < · · · < {ρ + (n + (k − 1)m)α};
• if {mα} > 1/2, then they are all in the interval I({−mα}, 1) and
{ρ + nα} > {ρ + (n + m)α} > · · · > {ρ + (n + (k − 1)m)α}.
Proof. We prove only the ﬁrst part; the latter part is similar. Recall that k ≥ 2. If {ρ +
nα} ∈ I({−mα}, 1), then {ρ + (n + m)α} /∈ I(0, {−mα}) because {mα} < 1/2. Thus,
by Proposition 4.1 we conclude that {ρ + nα} ∈ I(0, {−mα}). Therefore, by assumption
the points {ρ + (n + im)α}, 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, are in I(0, {−mα}). Let then i < k − 1. Since
{ρ+(n+im)α} < {−mα}, it follows that {ρ+(n+im)α}+{mα} < 1, so {ρ+(n+(i+1)m)α} =
{ρ + (n + im)α} + {mα} > {ρ + (n + im)α}. The conclusion follows. 
Example 4.3. Let f = a0a1a2 · · · be the Fibonacci word. The factor
a9a10 · · · a23 = baababaababaaba
is an abelian power of period m = 5 and exponent k = 3 (it is also an ordinary power, but this
is irrelevant here). The sequence {ρ+9α}, {ρ+14α}, {ρ+19α}, i.e., the sequence {10(ϕ−1)},
{15(ϕ − 1)}, {20(ϕ − 1)}, is (approximately) equal to the sequence 0.180, 0.271, 0.361. This
sequence is increasing—agreeing with Lemma 4.2, since {mα} = {5(ϕ − 1)} ≈ 0.090 < 0.5—
and is contained in the interval I(0, {−mα}) ≈ I(0, 0.910).
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Remark 4.4. Notice that all the Sturmian words with the same rotation angle α have the
same abelian powers and the same abelian repetitions—of course starting at diﬀerent positions,
depending on the value of the initial point ρ.
In the following theorem we characterize the positions of occurrence of the abelian powers
having given period and exponent. For most positions the case (i) of the next theorem applies,
but due to the choice involved in coding the points 0 and 1−α, the special points {{−rmα} : r ≥
0} require speciﬁc attention.
Theorem 4.5. Let sα,ρ = a0a1a2 · · · be a Sturmian word of angle α. Consider the factor
w = an · · · an+m−1 · · · an+km−1 starting at position n of sα,ρ.
(i) If {ρ + nα} /∈ {{−rmα} : r ≥ 0}, then the factor w is an abelian power of period m and
exponent k ≥ 2 if and only if {ρ + nα} < 1 − k{mα} (if {mα} < 1/2) or {ρ + nα} >
k{−mα} (if {mα} > 1/2).
(ii) If {ρ + nα} = 0, then the factor w is an abelian power of period m and exponent k ≥ 2
if and only if 0 ∈ Ib and k{mα} < 1 (if {mα} < 1/2) or 0 /∈ Ib and k{−mα} < 1 (if
{mα} > 1/2).
(iii) If {ρ+nα} = {−rmα} for some r > 0, then the factor w is an abelian power of period m
and exponent k such that 2 ≤ k < r if and only if {ρ+nα} < 1−k{mα} (if {mα} < 1/2)
or {ρ + nα} > k{−mα} (if {mα} > 1/2).
(iv) If {ρ + nα} = {−rmα} for some r > 0, then the factor w is an abelian power of period
m and exponent k such that k ≥ r ≥ 2 if and only if 0 /∈ Ib and {ρ + nα} < 1 − k{mα}
(if {mα} < 1/2) or 0 ∈ Ib and {ρ + nα} > k{−mα} (if {mα} > 1/2).
Proof. (i) Suppose that {ρ+nα} /∈ {{−rmα} : r ≥ 0} and {mα} < 1/2 (the case {mα} > 1/2
is analogous). Say the factor w is an abelian power of period m and exponent k ≥ 2. Since
k ≥ 2 all of the points {ρ + {n + im}α}, 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, are by Lemma 4.2 naturally ordered
in the interval I(0, {−mα}). Moreover, these points are all interior points of the interval
I(0, {−mα}), so the coding is unambiguous. The distance between any two consecutive such
points is {mα}. Therefore, {ρ + nα} + (k − 1){mα} must be smaller than the length of
the interval I(0, {−mα}), which is equal to {−mα} = 1 − {mα}. From this we derive that
{ρ + nα} < 1 − k{mα}.
Conversely if {ρ + nα} < 1 − k{mα} for k ≥ 2, then surely the points {ρ + {n + im}α},
0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, all are interior points of the interval I(0, {−mα}), so w is indeed an abelian
power of period m and exponent k by Proposition 4.1.
(ii) Assume that {ρ + nα} = 0 and {mα} < 1/2 (the case {mα} > 1/2 is analogous).
Suppose that the factor w is an abelian power of period m and exponent k ≥ 2. Like above in
the case (i), all of the points {ρ+{n+im}α}, 0 ≤ i ≤ k−1, are naturally ordered in the interval
I(0, {−mα}). Therefore, 0 ∈ Ib. Proceeding as above, we see that (k − 1){mα} < {−mα},
that is, k{mα} < 1. The converse is easily seen to hold.
(iii) This case reduces directly to the case (i) as none of the points {ρ + {n + im}α},
0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, equal neither of the two problematic points 0 and 1 − α whose codings depend
on the choice of the intervals Ia and Ib.
(iv) Assume that {ρ+nα} = {−rmα} for some r > 0. Suppose moreover that {mα} < 1/2;
the case {mα} > 1/2 is analogous. Assume ﬁrst that the factor w is an abelian power of period
m and exponent k such that k ≥ r ≥ 2. Again, the points {ρ + {n + im}α}, 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1,
are naturally ordered in the interval I(0, {−mα}). Thus, {ρ + (n + (r − 1)m)α} = {−mα} ∈
I(0, {−mα}), that is to say, 0 /∈ Ib. Proceeding exactly as in the case (i), we see that
{ρ + nα} < 1 − k{mα}.
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m 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
km 2 4 6 2 11 3 3 17 2 5 4 2 29 2 3 8 2 8 3 2 46
Table 1. The ﬁrst values of the maximum exponent km of an abelian power of
period m in the Fibonacci word f . The values corresponding to the Fibonacci
numbers are in bold.
Conversely if 0 /∈ Ib and {ρ+ nα} < 1 − k{mα} with k ≥ r ≥ 2, then again w is an abelian
power of period m and exponent k by Proposition 4.1. 
Example 4.6. An abelian power of period 2 and exponent 4 occurs in the Fibonacci word at
every position n such that {(n + 1)(ϕ − 1)} < 1 − 4{2(ϕ − 1)} ≈ 0.056. The ﬁrst such n are
12, 33, 46, 67 and 88.
An abelian power of period 3 and exponent 6 occurs in the Fibonacci word at every position
n such that {(n + 1)(ϕ − 1)} > 6{−3(ϕ − 1)} ≈ 0.875. The ﬁrst such n are 7, 15, 20, 28, 41,
49, 54, 62 and 70.
Theorem 4.5 allows us to eﬀortlessly characterize the maximum exponent of an abelian
power of period m.
Theorem 4.7. Let sα be a Sturmian word of angle α and m be a positive integer. Then
sα contains an abelian power of period m and exponent k ≥ 2 if and only if ‖mα‖ < 1k . In
particular, the maximum exponent km of an abelian power of period m in sα is the largest
integer k such that ‖mα‖ < 1k , i.e.,
km =
⌊ 1
‖mα‖
⌋
.
Proof. Keeping the period m ﬁxed, it is evident from Theorem 4.5 that in order to maximize
the exponent, we can consider the preﬁxes of the Sturmian words sα,0 and sα,0. If {mα} <
1/2, then the word sα,0 = bsα,α has an abelian power of period m and maximum exponent
1/‖mα‖ as a preﬁx, while if {mα} > 1/2, then the word sα,0 = asα,α starts with an abelian
power of period m and maximum exponent 1/‖mα‖. 
Example 4.8. In Table 1 we give the ﬁrst values of the sequence km for the Fibonacci word
f . We have k2 = 4, since {2(ϕ− 1)} ≈ 0.236, so the largest k such that {2(ϕ− 1)} < 1/k is 4.
Indeed, babaabab is an abelian power of period 2 and exponent 4, and the reader can verify
that no factor of f of length 10 is an abelian power of period 2.
For m = 3, since {−3(ϕ − 1)} ≈ 0.146, the largest k such that {−3(ϕ − 1)} < 1/k is 6.
Indeed, aabaababaabaababaa is an abelian power of period 3 and exponent 6, and the reader
can verify that no factor of f of length 21 is an abelian power of period 3.
Next we consider the maximum exponent of an abelian power of given period and location.
Again, save for the exceptional points {{−rmα} : r ≥ 0}, the ﬁrst formula of the next corollary
suﬃces.
Corollary 4.9. Let sα,ρ = a0a1a2 · · · be a Sturmian word of angle α,
A =
⌊{−ρ − nα}
{mα}
⌋
and B =
⌊{ρ + nα}
{−mα}
⌋
.
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Consider the maximum exponent km,n of a (possibly degenerated) abelian power of period m
starting at position n in sα,ρ.
(i) If {ρ + nα} /∈ {{−rmα} : r ≥ 0}, then
km,n = max (A,B) .
(ii) If {ρ + nα} = 0, then
km,n =
{
1/{mα} , if 0 ∈ Ib,
1/{−mα} , if 0 /∈ Ib.
(iii) If {ρ + nα} = {−rmα} for some r > 0 and r > max(A,B), then
km,n = max (A,B) .
(iv) If {ρ + nα} = {−rmα} for some r > 0 and r ≤ max(A,B), then
km,n = max (A − γ,B + γ − 1) ,
where
γ =
{
1, if 0 ∈ Ib,
0, if 0 /∈ Ib.
Proof. The formulas follow directly from Theorem 4.5. Observe that if {ρ + nα} = 0 and
{ρ + nα} = {−mα}, then A ≥ 1 if and only if B = 0. We show here how the case (iv) is
handled.
Suppose that {ρ + nα} = {−rmα} for some r > 0 and r ≤ max(A,B). Assume that
{mα} < 1/2. By Theorem 4.5 (iv) there is an abelian power of period m and maximum
exponent A ≥ 2 starting at position n of sα,ρ provided that 0 /∈ Ib. If 0 ∈ Ib, then there is
an abelian power of period m and maximum exponent A − 1 starting at position n because
the change of coding aﬀects the Parikh vector of the factor of length m starting at position
n+(A−1)m. Therefore, km,n = A−γ if A > 1. Notice that in this case B+1−γ ≤ 1. If A = 1,
then r = 1 by assumption, so B = 1. Since A = 1, the Parikh vectors of the factors of length
m starting at positions n and n + m are diﬀerent when 0 /∈ Ib. Since {ρ + (n + m)α} = 0,
the Parikh vectors of the factors of length m starting at positions n and n + m are also
diﬀerent when 0 ∈ Ib. Therefore, km,n = 1 = max (A − γ,B + γ − 1). The case {mα} > 1/2
is similar. 
Hence, given a Sturmian word sα,ρ we can compute the maximum length of an abelian
power of any period m starting at any position n in sα,ρ. This length is precisely m · km,n.
Corollary 4.9 implies the following result of Richomme, Saari and Zamboni [39].
Proposition 4.10. Let sα be a Sturmian word of angle α. For all n ≥ 0 and k ≥ 1 there is
an abelian k-power starting at position n of sα.
Proof. By the well-known Kronecker Approximation Theorem (see, for instance, [23, Chap. XXIII])
we have that the sequence (‖mα‖)m≥0 is dense in I, so that we can make the quantity ‖mα‖
arbitrarily small. The claim follows then from Corollary 4.9. 
Example 4.11. For the Fibonacci word, the ﬁrst values of the sequences k3,n and k10,n are
given in Table 2. For n = 0 we have k3,0 = 4, so the longest abelian power of period 3 starting
at position 0 has exponent 4; for n = 1 we have k3,1 = 1, so there are no proper abelian powers
of period 3 starting at position 1; for n = 2 we have k3,2 = 5, so the longest abelian power of
period 3 starting at position 2 has exponent 5; etc.
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n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
k3,n 4 1 5 3 1 4 2 6 3 1 5 2 1 4 1 6 3 1 5 2 6
k10,n 2 4 1 2 5 1 3 1 2 4 1 3 5 1 4 1 2 4 1 3 1
Table 2. The ﬁrst values of the maximum exponent k3,n of a (possibly
degenerated) abelian power of period 3 starting at position n and k10,n of a
(possibly degenerated) abelian power of period 10 starting at position n in the
Fibonacci word f = sϕ−1,ϕ−1.
We now introduce a new notion, the guaranteed exponent with anticipation i, which will be
useful when we study the Fibonacci word in the ﬁnal section. Recall from the previous section
the deﬁnition of the ordered i + 1 subintervals, L0(i), L1(i), . . . , Li(i), which form a partition
of the torus I and are in one-to-one correspondence with the factors of length i.
Deﬁnition 4.12. Let sα be a Sturmian word of angle α. We deﬁne for all m > 0 and i such
that 0 ≤ i ≤ m the guaranteed exponent with anticipation i, denoted by k(i)m , as the largest k
such that for every n ≥ 0 there exists a position j such that 0 ≤ j ≤ i and there is in sα a
(possibly degenerated) abelian power of period m and exponent k starting at position n − j.
In other words, k(i)m is the largest value that is guaranteed to appear in every interval of
i + 1 consecutive positions in the sequence km,n.
Theorem 4.13. For every m > 0 and i such that 0 ≤ i ≤ m, we have that
k(i)m = max
(
1,
⌊ 1 − li
‖mα‖
⌋)
, (4.1)
where li = max0≤k≤i |Lk(i)| is the maximum size of an interval in the Sturmian bijection with
the factors of length i.
Proof. Let m > 0 be ﬁxed, and let us ﬁrst consider the case i = 0. Since l0 = 1, we need to
prove that k(0)m = 1. It is equivalent to say that in a Sturmian word sα,ρ there always exists a
position n such that no proper abelian power of period m starts at this position. This is clear:
if {mα} < 1/2, then by Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 we need to ﬁnd a point {ρ+nα} such
that {ρ + nα} > {−mα}, while if {mα} > 1/2, we need to have {ρ + nα} < {−mα}. By the
Kronecker Approximation Theorem such a point can always be found.
Let us now consider the general case i > 0. We know from Proposition 4.1 that the factor
an · · · an+m−1 · · · an+km−1 of length km of sα,ρ is an abelian power of period m and exponent
k starting at position n if and only if the k points {ρ + (n + tm)α}, 0 ≤ t ≤ k − 1, are either
all in the interval I1 = I(0, {−mα}) or all in the interval I2 = I({−mα}, 1).
Let us suppose {mα} < 1/2; the case {mα} > 1/2 is analogous. The longest abelian power
of period m starting at position n is a factor that depends on the point {ρ + nα}. Since we
want the largest abelian power of period m with anticipation i, we have to consider all the
points {ρ+(n−j)α} with 0 ≤ j ≤ i. Let k be such that {ρ+nα} ∈ Lk(i). Since the size of the
interval Lk(i) is at most li, by the deﬁnition of the intervals we can say that there exists a j,
with 0 ≤ j ≤ i, such that {ρ+ (n − j)α} < li, but by the Kronecker Approximation Theorem,
this point can be arbitrarily close to li. Hence, the largest integer k such that for any n ≥ 0
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i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
k
(i)
10 1 2 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4
Table 3. The values of the guaranteed exponent k(i)10 for 0 ≤ i ≤ 10 in the
Fibonacci word f = sϕ−1,ϕ−1.
there exists a j ≤ i such that {ρ + (n − j + tm)α} ≤ {−mα} for every 0 ≤ t ≤ k − 1, is either
1 (in the case when no proper abelian power is guaranteed to start in any of i+1 consecutive
positions) or the largest k such that (k − 1)‖mα‖ ≤ |I1| − li = 1 − ‖mα‖ − li, i.e.,
k =
⌊ 1 − li
‖mα‖
⌋
.
Consequently, Proposition 4.1 implies that
k(i)m = max
(
1,
⌊ 1 − li
‖mα‖
⌋)
.
in this case.
Indeed, the case {mα} > 1/2 is analogous. We can ﬁnd j, with 0 ≤ j ≤ i, such that
{ρ + (n − j)α} > 1 − li. Again such a point can be arbitrarily close to the point 1 − li. Thus,
we need to ﬁnd the largest integer k such that 1 − li − (k − 1)‖mα‖ ≥ ‖mα‖. The conclusion
follows. 
Example 4.14. Take the Fibonacci word f = sϕ−1,ϕ−1, m = 10 and i = 6. We have ‖mα‖ ≈
0.180 and 1 − l6 ≈ 0.764, so from (4.1) we get k(i)m = 4. Indeed, using Corollary 4.9 we can
compute the ﬁrst values of the sequence k10,n (see Table 2) and check that—at least in the ﬁrst
positions—there is a value 4 in any interval of i + 1 = 7 consecutive positions, but there are
intervals of size 6 in which no value 5 is present, so that the exponent guaranteed for any n,
with anticipation 6, is equal to 4.
The values of k(i)10 relative to α = ϕ − 1 are reported in Table 3.
5. Approximating Irrationals by Rationals and Abelian Repetitions
The results of the previous sections allow us to deal with abelian powers and abelian repe-
titions in a Sturmian word sα by using classical results on the rational approximations of the
irrational α. Indeed, for any rational approximation n/m of α such that |n/m − α| < 1/km,
we have |n − mα| < 1/k, so ‖mα‖ < 1/k. Hence, by Theorem 4.7, the Sturmian word sα of
angle α contains an abelian power of period m and exponent k. Using this observation, we
can translate classical results on the rational approximations of α into analogous properties
on the abelian powers occurring in sα.
In what follows, we recall some classical results from elementary number theory. For any
notation not explicitly deﬁned in this section we refer the reader to [23]. Recall that every
irrational number α can be uniquely written as a (simple) continued fraction as follows:
α = a0 +
1
a1 +
1
a2 + . . .
(5.1)
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where a0 = α, and the inﬁnite sequence (ai)i≥0 is called the sequence of partial quotients of
α. The continued fraction expansion of α is usually denoted by its sequence of partial quotients
as follows: α = [a0; a1, a2, . . .], and each its ﬁnite truncation [a0; a1, a2, . . . , ak] is a rational
number nk/mk called the kth convergent to α. We say that an irrational α = [a0; a1, a2, . . .]
has bounded partial quotients if and only if the sequence (ai)i≥0 is bounded.
Since the Golden Ratio ϕ is deﬁned by the equation ϕ = 1 + 1/ϕ, we have from Equation
5.1 that ϕ = [1; 1] (we indicate a repeating period with a bar over the period) and therefore
ϕ − 1 = [0; 1]. The sequence F0 = 1, F1 = 1, Fj+1 = Fj + Fj−1 for j ≥ 1 is the well known
sequence of Fibonacci numbers. The sequences of fractions (Fj+1/Fj)j≥0 and 0, (Fj/Fj+1)j≥0
are the sequences of convergents to ϕ and ϕ − 1, respectively.
The following classical result (see for example [28, Theorem 6]) states that the best rational
approximations of an irrational α are given by its convergents.
Theorem 5.1. For every irrational α, if ni/mi and ni+1/mi+1 are consecutive convergents
to α, then mi+1 is the smallest integer m > mi such that ‖mα‖ < ‖miα‖.
From Theorem 5.1 we directly have the following corollary.
Corollary 5.2. Suppose that mi > 1 and mi+1 are consecutive denominators of convergents
to α. Then ‖miα‖ = min1≤m<mi+1 ‖mα‖.
Corollary 5.2 has several consequences on the structure of abelian powers and abelian rep-
etitions in Sturmian words.
The ﬁrst one is given in the following proposition.
Proposition 5.3. Let sα be a Sturmian word of angle α. For every integer m > 1, let km
(resp. k′m) be the maximum exponent of an abelian power (resp. abelian repetition) of period
m in sα. Then the subsequence (kmi)i≥0 (resp. (k′mi)i≥0), where the numbers mi are the
denominators of the convergents to α, is strictly increasing.
Proof. The proposition is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.7 and Corollary 5.2. 
Example 5.4. In Table 4, we give the ﬁrst values of the sequence ‖m(ϕ − 1)‖. Notice that
the local minima correspond to the Fibonacci numbers (in bold), which are the denominators
of the convergents to ϕ − 1.
From Corollary 5.2 and Theorem 4.7, we have that the local maxima of the sequence km are
precisely the values of m that are Fibonacci numbers (see Table 1).
From Proposition 3.3 and Corollary 5.2 we deduce the following.
Proposition 5.5. Let m be a denominator of a convergent to α. If {−mα} ≥ {−α} (resp. if
{−mα} < {−α}), then there is only one heavy (resp. light) factor of length m, which starts
and ends with the letter a (resp. with the letter b).
The previous proposition allows us to state that the abelian repetitions of period m, when m
is a denominator of a convergent to α, have maximum head length and maximum tail length.
More precisely, we have the following.
Proposition 5.6. Let sα = a0a1a2 · · · be a Sturmian word of angle α and mi be a denominator
of a convergent to α. Let w be an abelian power of period mi in sα starting at position
n ≥ mi − 1. Then this occurrence of w can be extended to an abelian repetition of period mi
with maximum head and tail length mi − 1.
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m 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
‖m(ϕ − 1)‖ 0.38 0.24 0.15 0.47 0.09 0.29 0.33 0.06 0.44 0.18 0.20 0.42 0.03 0.35 0.27 0.11 0.49 0.13
Table 4. The ﬁrst values of the sequence ‖m(ϕ − 1)‖. The values corre-
sponding to the Fibonacci numbers are in bold.
Proof. Let w = an · · · an+mik−1 be an abelian power of period mi and exponent k in sα.
Suppose ﬁrst that w has maximum exponent kmi . We claim that the Parikh vectors of
an−mi+1 · · · an−1 and an+mik · · · an+mik+mi−2, both of length mi−1, are contained in the Parikh
vector P of an · · · an+mi−1. This implies that the abelian repetition an−mi+1 · · · an+mik+mi−2
of period mi has maximum head length and maximum tail length, and the statement follows.
In order to prove the claim, let P ′ be the Parikh vector of the factors of length mi of
sα that do not have Parikh vector P. Suppose that P is the Parikh vector of the heavy
(resp. light) factors and that P ′ is the Parikh vector of the light (resp. heavy) factors. By
the maximality of k, the Parikh vector of the two factors of length mi, an−mi · · · an−1 and
an+mikmi · · · an+mikmi+mi−1, respectively preceding and following the occurrence of w in sα,
must be P ′ (we can extend sα to the left by one letter if needed). By Proposition 5.5, there
is a unique light (resp. heavy) factor having Parikh vector P ′. Moreover, this unique factor
starts and ends with b (resp. a). Therefore, an−mi = an+mikmi+mi−1 is equal to b (resp. to a),
and the claim is proved.
Finally, if the exponent of w is not maximum, then the Parikh vector of the factor of length
mi preceding (resp. following) w in sα is either P ′, if w is a preﬁx (resp. a suﬃx) of an abelian
power of maximum exponent (and in this case the previous reasoning applies) or P. In both
cases w can be extended to an abelian repetition with maximum head length and maximum
tail length. 
Corollary 5.7. Let sα be a Sturmian word of angle α. Let mi be a denominator of a convergent
to α. Then k′mi = kmi + 2 − 2/mi.
In the context of ordinary powers, it is interesting to study the largest power occurring in a
word. However, in the abelian setting it does not make sense to study the analogous quantity
since any Sturmian word contains abelian powers of arbitrarily large exponent. Instead, we
propose the following notion of abelian critical exponent, which measures the maximum ratio
between the exponent and the period of an abelian repetition.
Deﬁnition 5.8. Let sα be a Sturmian word of angle α. For every integer m > 1, let km (resp.
k′m) be the maximum exponent of an abelian power (resp. abelian repetition) of period m in
sα. The abelian critical exponent of sα is deﬁned as
A(sα) = lim sup
m→∞
km
m
= lim sup
m→∞
k′m
m
. (5.2)
Notice that, indeed, the two superior limits above coincide for any Sturmian word sα since by
deﬁnition one has km ≤ k′m < km + 2 for every m ≥ 1.
Before studying abelian critical exponents further, we explore their connection to a number-
theoretical concept known as the Lagrange spectrum.
Deﬁnition 5.9. Let α be a real number. The Lagrange constant of α is deﬁned as
λ(α) = lim sup
m→∞
(m‖mα‖)−1.
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Let us brieﬂy motivate the deﬁnition of the Lagrange constants. The famous Hurwitz’s
Theorem states that for every irrational α there exists inﬁnitely many rational numbers n/m
such that ∣∣∣∣α − nm
∣∣∣∣ < 1√5m2
and, moreover, the constant
√
5 is best possible. Indeed, if α = ϕ − 1, then for every A > √5
the inequality ∣∣∣∣ nm − α
∣∣∣∣ < 1Am2
has only a ﬁnite number of solutions n/m.
For a general irrational α, the inﬁmum of the real numbers λ such that for every A > λ
the inequality |n/m − α| < 1/Am2 has only a ﬁnite number of solutions n/m, is indeed
the Lagrange constant λ(α) of α. The set of all ﬁnite Lagrange constants of irrationals is
called the Lagrange spectrum L. The Lagrange spectrum has been extensively studied, see for
instance [15]. Yet its structure is still not completely understood. Markov [30] proved that
L∩(−∞, 3) = {k1 =
√
5 < k2 =
√
8 < k3 =
√
221/5 < . . .} where kn is a sequence of quadratic
irrational numbers converging to 3 (so the beginning of L is discrete). Then Hall [22] proved
that L contains a whole half line, and Freiman [20] determined the biggest half line that is
contained in L, which is [c,+∞), with
c = 2221564096 + 283748
√
462
491993569 = 4.5278295661 . . .
Using the terminology of Lagrange constants, we have the following direct consequence of
Theorem 4.7.
Theorem 5.10. Let sα be a Sturmian word of angle α. Then A(sα) = λ(α). In other words,
the abelian critical exponent of a Sturmian word is the Lagrange constant of its angle.
Let us next derive a (known) formula for the Lagrange constant of an irrational number.
For this we need to recall some elementary results on continued fractions. For full details
see [23, Chap. X].
Let α be a ﬁxed irrational with continued fraction expansion [a0; a1, a2, . . .]. Let us set
αi = [ai; ai+1, ai+2, . . .]. Since α = [a0; a1, a2, . . . , ai, αi+1], we have that
α = αi+1ni + ni−1
αi+1mi + mi−1
.
Therefore, by applying the identity miri−1 − nimi−1 = (−1)i, we obtain that
α − ni
mi
= (−1)
i
mi(αi+1mi + mi−1)
, (5.3)
so
(mi‖miα‖)−1 = αi+1 + mi−1
mi
.
By induction it is easy prove the well-known fact that mi−1/mi = [0; ai, ai−1, . . . , a1]. Conse-
quently,
(mi‖miα‖)−1 = [ai+1; ai+2, . . .] + [0; ai, ai−1, . . . , a1].
Let m be an integer such that mi < m < mi+1 for some i ≥ 0. By Theorem 5.1, we have
‖miα‖ < ‖mα‖, so mi‖miα‖ < m‖mα‖. Thus,
λ(α) = lim sup
i→∞
(mi‖miα‖)−1 = lim sup
i→∞
([ai+1; ai+2, . . .] + [0; ai, ai−1, . . . , a1]) . (5.4)
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Deﬁnition 5.11. Let α and β be two real numbers having continued fraction expansions
[a0; a1, a2, . . .] and [b0; b1, b2, . . .] respectively. If there exists integers N and M such that
aN+i = bM+i for all i ≥ 0, then we say that α and β are equivalent. In other words, two
numbers are equivalent if their continued fraction expansions ultimately coincide.
By Equation (5.4) it is immediate that equivalent numbers have the same Lagrange constant.
Equation (5.4) directly implies the following important proposition.
Proposition 5.12. Let sα be a Sturmian word of angle α. Then
A(sα) = lim sup
i→∞
([ai+1; ai+2, . . .] + [0; ai, ai−1, . . . , a1]) .
We have thus obtained a formula for the abelian critical exponent of a Sturmian word in
terms of the partial quotients of its angle. A formula for the usual critical exponent of Sturmian
words can also be expressed in terms of partial quotients; see [10,16,25,35].
Proposition 5.12 enables us to study the abelian critical exponent of Sturmian words. The
ﬁrst application is the following result. Recall that an inﬁnite word is β-power-free if it does
not contain repetitions of exponent β or larger.
Theorem 5.13. Let sα be a Sturmian word of angle α. The following are equivalent:
(i) A(sα) is ﬁnite,
(ii) sα is β-power-free for some β ≥ 2,
(iii) α has bounded partial quotients.
Proof. It is evident from Proposition 5.12 that A(sα) is ﬁnite if and only if α has bounded
partial quotients. By a well-known result, sα is β-power-free for some β ≥ 2 if and only if α
has bounded partial quotients; see [31]. 
Theorem 5.14. For every Sturmian word sα of angle α, we have A(sα) ≥
√
5. Moreover,
A(sα) =
√
5 if and only if α is equivalent to ϕ − 1. In particular, the abelian critical exponent
of the Fibonacci word is
√
5.
Proof. It is clear from Proposition 5.12 that A(sα) is as small as possible when α is equivalent
to ϕ = [1; 1]. It is straightforward to compute that λ(ϕ) =
√
5, so A(sα) ≥ A(s1−ϕ,1−ϕ) =
√
5
for all Sturmian words sα.
What is left is to prove is that if A(sα) =
√
5, then α is equivalent to ϕ − 1. Suppose that
α = [0; a1, a2, . . .] and A(sα) =
√
5. If ai ≥ 3 for inﬁnitely many i, then clearly A(sα) ≥ 3 >
√
5.
Thus, there exists M > 0 such that ai < 3 for all i ≥ M . We are left with two cases: either
ai = 1 for only ﬁnitely many i or the sequence (ai) takes values 1 and 2 inﬁnitely often;
otherwise we are done.
Suppose ﬁrst that ai = 1 for ﬁnitely many i. It follows that (ai) eventually takes only the
value 2, so α is equivalent to
√
2 = [2; 2]. Therefore, λ(α) = λ(
√
2). It is routine computation
to show that λ(
√
2) =
√
8, so A(sα) =
√
8 >
√
5; a contradiction.
Assume ﬁnally that the sequence (ai) takes values 1 and 2 inﬁnitely often. It follows that
the sequence (ai) contains either of the patterns 2, 1, 1 or 2, 1, 2 inﬁnitely often. Since an odd
convergent of a number β is always strictly less than β, it follows that
[2, 1, 1, ak, ak+1, . . .] > [2, 1, 1] =
5
2
and
[2, 1, 2, ak, ak+1, . . .] > [2, 1, 2] =
8
3 .
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Thus, A(sα) ≥ 5/2 >
√
5, which is impossible. 
In general, two numbers having the same Lagrange constant need not be equivalent. Any
two numbers having unbounded partial quotients have Lagrange constant ∞, but obviously
such numbers are not necessarily equivalent.
As a consequence of Theorem 5.14 we have the following.
Corollary 5.15. Let sα be a Sturmian word of angle α. For every δ > 0 there exists an
increasing sequence of integers (mi)i≥0 such that for every i there is in sα an abelian power of
period mi and length greater than (
√
5 − δ)m2i (i.e., with exponent greater than (
√
5 − δ)mi).
Notice that the result of the previous corollary about abelian powers is in sharp contrast
with the analogous situation for ordinary repetitions. Indeed, it is known (see [32]) that there
exist Sturmian words that are β-power-free for any real number β ≥ 2 + ϕ, so with respect
to both the length and the exponent the diﬀerence with the abelian setting is of one order of
magnitude.
Remark 5.16. By Proposition 5.12 it is in principle possible to explicitly compute the abelian
critical exponent for a given Sturmian word. This is especially true if the angle α is a quadratic
irrational, as then the continued fraction expansion of α is ultimately periodic [23, Chap. X,
Theorem 176, Theorem 177]. Observe that this implies that the partial quotients of the ex-
pansion are bounded, so by Theorem 5.13 the abelian critical exponent is ﬁnite in this case.
Notice that if a Sturmian word is a ﬁxed point of a substitution, then its angle is a quadratic
irrational called a Sturm number [43].
Suppose for an example that α = [0; 2, 1]. It is routine to compute that [0; 2, 1] = (−1+√3)/2
and [0; 1, 2] = −1 + √3. Combining the fact that odd convergents of [0; 1, 2] approximate
[0; 1, 2] from below with the fact that [2; 1, 2] > [1; 2, 1] + 1, it follows from Proposition 5.12
that A(sα) = [2; 1, 2] + [0; 1, 2] = 2
√
3 ≈ 3.46 for a Sturmian word sα of angle α.
6. Abelian Repetitions in the Fibonacci Word
In this section we apply our results to the Fibonacci word and study in detail its abelian
powers and repetitions. We begin with the following simple observation.
Proposition 6.1. The maximum exponent of an abelian power of period Fj, j > 0, in the
Fibonacci word is equal to ϕFj + Fj−1.
Proof. The sequence of the denominators of the convergents of ϕ−1 coincide with the sequence
of Fibonacci numbers. Therefore, it is an immediate consequence of Equation (5.3) that
‖Fj(ϕ − 1)‖ = 1
ϕFj + Fj−1
.
The claim follows now from Theorem 4.7. 
Next we turn our attention to the preﬁxes of the Fibonacci word which are abelian repeti-
tions. Consider such a preﬁx of abelian period m. The head of the abelian decomposition of
this preﬁx has length at most m − 1. Therefore, in order to ﬁnd the longest abelian repetition
of period m that is a preﬁx, we have to check the maximum length of a compatible head of all
the abelian powers that start at positions i such that 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1.
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Proposition 6.2. Let j > 1. In the Fibonacci word f , the longest abelian power of period Fj
starting at a position i < Fj has an occurrence starting at position Fj − 1 and has exponent
ϕFj + Fj−1 − 1 =
{
Fj+1 + Fj−1 − 1 if j is even;
Fj+1 + Fj−1 − 2 if j is odd.
Proof. For simplicity we consider the word sϕ−1,0 and show that in sϕ−1,0 the longest abelian
power having period Fj starting at a position i such that i ≤ Fj has an occurrence starting at
position Fj and has the claimed exponent. By Theorem 4.5, an abelian power with period Fj
starting at position Fj in sϕ−1,0 has exponent k if and only if
{Fj(ϕ − 1)} < 1 − k{Fj(ϕ − 1)} or {Fj(ϕ − 1)} > k{−Fj(ϕ − 1)}.
Suppose that the ﬁrst case holds (the other case is analogous); then j is even. We hence
have
{Fj(ϕ − 1)} < 1
k + 1 . (6.1)
As in the proof of Proposition 6.1, we derive from Equation (5.3) that
{Fj(ϕ − 1)} = 1
ϕFj + Fj−1
.
Therefore, the largest integer k for which (6.1) holds is ϕFj + Fj−1 − 1.
Then, the abelian power of period Fj starting at position Fj − 1 in the Fibonacci word has
exponent ϕFj + Fj−1 − 1. By Corollary 5.2 any abelian power starting at a position i such
that i < Fj − 1 has a smaller exponent, so the proof is complete if we derive the formula of
the statement. By Equation (5.3)
ϕFj − Fj+1 = (−1)
j
ϕFj + Fj−1
,
so we obtain that
ϕFj = Fj+1 +
{
0 if j is even;
−1 if j is odd.
This gives the formula of the statement. 
The following theorem provides a formula for computing the length of the longest abelian
repetition occurring as a preﬁx in the Fibonacci word.
Theorem 6.3. Let j > 1. The longest preﬁx of the Fibonacci word that is an abelian repetition
of period Fj has length
lp(Fj) =
{
Fj(Fj+1 + Fj−1 + 1) − 2 if j is even;
Fj(Fj+1 + Fj−1) − 2 if j is odd.
Proof. Let w be the abelian power in f of period Fj having maximum exponent described
in Proposition 6.2. By Proposition 5.6 this occurrence of w can be extended to an abelian
repetition with maximum head and tail length. The claim thus follows from the formula of
Proposition 6.2. 
Proposition 6.4. Let j > 1 and kj be the maximum exponent of a preﬁx of the Fibonacci
word that is an abelian repetition of period Fj. Then
lim
j→∞
kj
Fj
=
√
5.
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j 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Fj 2 3 5 8 13 21 34 55 89 144
lp(Fj) 8 19 58 142 388 985 2616 6763 17798 46366
|√5 − kj/Fj | × 102 23.6 12.5 8.393 1.732 5.98 0.25 2.69 0.037 1.087 0.005
Table 5. The length of the longest preﬁx (lp(Fj)) of the Fibonacci word having
abelian period Fj for j = 2, . . . , 11. The table also reports rounded distances
(multiplied by 102) between
√
5 and the ratio between the exponent lp(Fj)/Fj
of the longest preﬁx of the Fibonacci word having abelian period Fj and the
number Fj (see Proposition 6.4).
Proof. We proved in Theorem 5.14 that over a bigger set of repetitions the superior limit tends
to
√
5. Therefore, the limit must be smaller than or equal to
√
5. The equality follows from the
fact that the sequence (Fj+1 +Fj−1)/Fj converges to
√
5. Indeed, since the sequence Fj+1/Fj
converges to ϕ and the sequence Fj−1/Fj converges to ϕ − 1, the sequence
Fj+1 + Fj−1
Fj
converges to ϕ + ϕ − 1 = √5. 
0 5 10 15
abaababaabaab · · ·(a)
0 5 10 15 20 25
abaababaabaababaababa · · ·(b)
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
abaababaabaababaababaabaababaabaababaababaabaababaababaabaababa · · ·(c)
Figure 4. Longest abelian repetition of period m that is a preﬁx of the Fi-
bonacci word for m = 2, 3, 5. (a) For m = 2, the longest abelian repetition has
length 8 = 1+3m+1. (b) For m = 3, the longest abelian repetition has length
19 = 2 + 5m + 2. (c) For m = 5, the longest abelian repetition has length
58 = 4 + 10m + 4.
In Figure 4 we give a graphical representation of the longest preﬁx of the Fibonacci word
that is an abelian repetition of period m for m = 2, 3, 5. In Table 5 we give the length lp(Fj)
of the longest preﬁx of the Fibonacci word that is an abelian repetition of period Fj , for
j = 2, . . . , 11, computed using the formula of Theorem 6.3. We also give the distance between√
5 and the ratio between the maximum exponent lp(Fj)/Fj of a preﬁx of the Fibonacci word
having abelian period Fj and the number Fj .
Next we extend a classical result on the periods of the factors of the Fibonacci word to the
abelian setting. Currie and Saari proved the following [14].
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Proposition 6.5. The minimum period of any factor of the Fibonacci inﬁnite word is a
Fibonacci number.
We prove an analogous result for abelian periods: the minimum abelian period of every
factor of the Fibonacci word is a Fibonacci number (Theorem 6.9). For the proof we need two
lemmas.
Lemma 6.6. For all j > 2 we have
‖Fj−1(ϕ − 1)‖
‖Fj(ϕ − 1)‖ = ϕ and
‖Fj−2(ϕ − 1)‖
‖Fj(ϕ − 1)‖ = 1 + ϕ.
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that ‖F1(ϕ−1)‖/‖F2(ϕ−1)‖ = ϕ. By applying induction
and Equation (5.3) we obtain that
‖Fj−1(ϕ − 1)‖
‖Fj(ϕ − 1)‖ =
ϕFj + Fj−1
ϕFj−1 + Fj−2
= ϕFj−1 + ϕFj−2 + Fj−2 + Fj−3
ϕFj−1 + Fj−2
= 1 + ‖Fj−1(ϕ − 1)‖‖Fj−2(ϕ − 1)‖ = 1 +
1
ϕ
= ϕ.
Similarly,
‖Fj−2(ϕ − 1)‖
‖Fj(ϕ − 1)‖ = 1 +
‖Fj−2(ϕ − 1)‖
‖Fj−1(ϕ − 1)‖ = 1 + ϕ.

For the next lemma we need the following corollary of the famous Three Distance Theorem;
see, e.g., [3].
Proposition 6.7. Let α = [0; a1, a2, . . .] be an irrational number and (nk/mk) be its sequence
of convergents. If k > 1, then the lengths of the mk subintervals L0(mk − 1), L1(mk − 1), . . .,
Lmk−1(mk − 1) of the torus take two values: ‖mk−1α‖ or ‖((ak − 1)mk−1 + mk−2)α‖.
Lemma 6.8. For the Fibonacci word we have k(Fj−1)Fj = Fj+1 + Fj−1 − 3 for all j > 1.
Proof. By Proposition 6.7 and Corollary 5.2 the maximum size of the intervals of factors of
length Fj −1 is ‖Fj−2(ϕ−1)‖. Therefore, Theorem 4.13, Lemma 6.6 and Equation (5.3) imply
that
k
(Fj−1)
Fj
= max (1, ϕFj + Fj−1 − 1 − ϕ) .
Further, Equation (5.3) implies that
ϕFj = Fj+1 +
(−1)j
ϕFj + Fj−1
.
Since 1/(ϕFj + Fj−1) is at most 2 − ϕ, it follows that
Fj+1 − 2 ≤ ϕFj − ϕ ≤ Fj+1 + 2 − 2ϕ
Since 3 < 2ϕ < 4, we have that ϕFj − ϕ = Fj+1 − 2. The claim follows. 
Theorem 6.9. The minimum abelian period of any factor of the Fibonacci word is a Fibonacci
number.
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Proof. Let w be a factor of the Fibonacci inﬁnite word f , and suppose that w has an abelian
period m > 0. We will show that w has also period Fn where Fn is the largest Fibonacci
number such that Fn ≤ m. If m = Fn, then there is nothing to prove, so we can suppose
that Fn < m < Fn+1. In particular, we have that n ≥ 3. We will show that given a suitable
occurrence of w in f there is an earlier occurrence of an abelian repetition w′ of period Fn
such that w is a factor of w′. The conclusion follows then from Lemma 2.2.
Suppose that w occurs in f at position i. By Theorem 4.13 there is an abelian power of
period Fn of length Fnk(Fn−1)Fn starting at position i+j for some j such that 0 ≤ j ≤ Fn−1. By
Proposition 5.6 this abelian power can be extended to an abelian repetition with maximum
head and tail length Fn − 1, so we only need to ensure that this abelian repetition is long
enough to have w as a factor. Since w has length at most m(km + 2) − 2, we thus need to
establish that
m(km + 2) − 2 ≤ Fn(k(Fn−1)Fn + 1) − 1.
By Lemma 6.8 this inequality holds if and only if the inequality
m(km + 2) ≤ Fn(Fn+1 + Fn−1 − 2) + 1 (6.2)
is satisﬁed. The rest of the proof consists of showing that (6.2) holds.
First we derive the following upper bound on m(km + 2):
m(km + 2) < Fn+1(Fn−1 + Fn−3 + 2). (6.3)
Let us ﬁrst show that ‖m(ϕ − 1)‖ > ‖Fn−2(ϕ − 1)‖. By Theorem 5.1 we have
‖Fn−2(ϕ − 1)‖ = min
i<Fn−1
‖i(ϕ − 1)‖.
Equation (5.3) implies that either {Fn(ϕ−1)} < 1/2 and {Fn+1(ϕ−1)} > 1/2 or {Fn(ϕ−1)} >
1/2 and {Fn+1(ϕ − 1)} < 1/2. Suppose ﬁrst that {m(ϕ − 1)} < 1/2. If {Fn(ϕ − 1)} < 1/2,
then we have
‖m(ϕ − 1)‖ = ‖m(ϕ − 1)‖ − ‖Fn(ϕ − 1)‖ + ‖Fn(ϕ − 1)‖
= ‖(m − Fn)(ϕ − 1)‖ + ‖Fn(ϕ − 1)‖
= ‖(Fn − m)(ϕ − 1)‖ + ‖Fn(ϕ − 1)‖
> ‖Fn−2(ϕ − 1)‖ + ‖Fn(ϕ − 1)‖
> ‖Fn−2(ϕ − 1)‖.
If instead {Fn(ϕ − 1)} > 1/2, then we can apply the same manipulation with Fn+1 in place of
Fn. Indeed, since the diﬀerence of Fn+1 and Fn is Fn−1 and since Fn < m < Fn+1, we have
that Fn+1 − m < Fn−1, so we can still apply Theorem 5.1 to derive that ‖(Fn+1 − m)(ϕ −
1)‖ ≥ ‖Fn−2(ϕ − 1)‖. The case {m(ϕ − 1)} > 1/2 is symmetric. Thus, we have shown that
‖m(ϕ−1)‖ > ‖Fn−2(ϕ−1)‖. Therefore, by Equation (5.3) we have km < ϕFn−2+Fn−3. Again,
by applying Equation (5.3) as in the proof of Lemma 6.8, we obtain that km ≤ Fn−1 + Fn−3.
As m < Fn+1, inequality (6.3) follows.
By the inequality (6.3), in order to establish the inequality (6.2), it is suﬃcient to show that
Fn+1(Fn−1 + Fn−3 + 2) ≤ Fn(Fn+1 + Fn−1 − 2).
This inequality, however, is easily seen to be true whenever Fn−1 + Fn−3 + 2 ≤ Fn, that is,
when n ≥ 6. By a direct computation it can be seen that the above inequality holds also for
n = 5. Suppose then that n = 4. We proved above that km ≤ Fn−1 + Fn−3 = 4. Plugging
the estimates km ≤ 4 and m ≤ 7 into (6.2) shows that the conclusion holds also in this case.
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Suppose ﬁnally that n = 3, that is, m = 4. Now km = 2, and a direct substitution to the
inequality (6.2) shows that the conclusion holds. This ends the proof. 
Corollary 6.10. The minimum abelian period of any preﬁx of the Fibonacci word is a Fi-
bonacci number.
Remark 6.11. Theorem 6.9 does not generalize to hold for every Sturmian word. Consider
for instance Sturmian words of angle α = [0; 2, 1] = (
√
3 − 1)/2. It can be veriﬁed that the
factor
aabab · aabaabaababaabaabaababaabaabaa · babaa
starting at position 35 of sα,α is an abelian repetition of minimum period 6 with maximum
head and tail length. However, the number 6 is not a denominator of a convergent of α since
the sequence of convergents starts 0, 1/2, 1/3, 3/8, . . .
Recall that the (ﬁnite) Fibonacci words are deﬁned by f0 = b, f1 = a and fj+1 = fjfj−1
for every j > 1. Hence, for every j ≥ 0, we have |fj | = Fj .
From Corollary 6.10, we know that every ﬁnite Fibonacci word has an abelian period that is
a Fibonacci number. The following theorem, stated without proof in [19], provides an explicit
formula for the minimum abelian period of the ﬁnite Fibonacci words.
Theorem 6.12. For j ≥ 3, the minimum abelian period of the word fj is the nth Fibonacci
number Fn, where
n =
{
j/2 if j = 0, 1, 2 mod 4;
j/2 + 1 if j = 3 mod 4.
Proof. From Corollary 6.10 using Theorem 6.3, it is suﬃcient to ﬁnd the smallest integer n
such that lp(Fn) is greater than or equal to Fj . In other words, we need to ﬁnd the smallest
integer n such that
Fn (Fn+1 + Fn−1 + γ) − 2 ≥ Fj
where γ equals 1 if n is even and 0 if n is odd.
We need the following well-known formula:
Fj(Fj+1 + Fj−1) = F2j+1. (6.4)
This identity follows easily from the matrix identity(1 1
1 0
)j
=
(
Fj Fj−1
Fj−1 Fj−2
)
and the fact that AnAm = An+m for a matrix A.
It is now straightforward to verify the claim using Equation (6.4). We will prove the claim in
the case that j = 2 mod 4; the other cases are similar. Choose n = j/2. Now n is odd and
2n+1 = j +1, so by the Equation (6.4) we need to verify that Fj+1 − 2 ≥ Fj , which is clearly
true. Choose then n = j/2 − 1. Then n is even and 2n + 1 = j − 1, so F2n+1 + Fn − 2 ≥ Fj
if and only if Fj/2−1 − 2 ≥ Fj−2. This latter inequality, however, cannot hold as F4k ≥ F2k
for all k ≥ 0. This shows that the value j/2 is minimal in this case. 
Example 6.13. The minimum abelian period of the word f4 = abaab is 2 = F2 = F4/2,
since f4 = a · ba · ab; the minimum abelian period of f5 = a · ba · ab · ab · a is 2 = F2 = F5/2;
the minimum abelian period of f6 = aba · aba · baa · baa · b is 3 = F3 = F6/2; the minimum
abelian period of f7 = abaab · abaab · aabab · aabab · a is 5 = F4 = F1+7/2. In Table 6 we
report the minimum abelian periods of the ﬁrst Fibonacci words.
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j 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
abelian period of fj F2 F2 F2 F3 F4 F4 F4 F5 F6 F6 F6 F7 F8 F8
Table 6. The minimum abelian periods of the Fibonacci words fj for j = 3, . . . , 16.
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